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1. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of wake formation behind a body moving through a
fluid, and the associated resistance of fluids, must have been one of the oldest
experiences of man. From an analytical point of view, it is also one of the
most difficult problems in fluid mechanics. Rayleigh, in his 1876 paper, ob-
served that "there is no part of hydrodynamics more perplexing to the
student than that which treats of the resistance of fluids." This insight of
Rayleigh is so penetrating that the march of time has virtually left no mark
on its validity even today, and likely still for some time to come.
The first major step concerning the resistance of fluids was made over a
century ago when Kirchhoff (1869) introduced an idealized inviscid-flow
model with free streamlines (or surfaces of discontinuity) and employed (for
steady, plane flows) the ingenious conformal-mapplng technique that had
been invented a short time earlier by Helmholtz (1868) for treating two-
dimensional jets formed by free streamlines. This pioneering work offered an
alternative to the classical paradox of D’Alembert (or the absence of resist-
ance) and laid the foundation of the free-streamline theory. We appreciate
the profound insight of these celebrated works even more when we consider
that their basic idea about wakes and jets, baaed on a construction with sur-
faces of discontinuity, was formed decades before laminar and turbulent flows
were distinguished by Reynolds (1883), and long before the fundamental
concepts of boundary-layer theory and flow separation were established by
Prandtl (1904a).
However, there have been some questions raised in the past, and still
today, about the validity of the Kirchhoff flow for the approximate calcula-
tion of resistance. Historically there is little doubt that in constructing the
flow model Kirchhoff was thinking of the wake in a single-phase fluid, and
not at all of the vapor-gas cavity in a liquid; hence the arguments, both for
and against the Kirchhoff flow, should be viewed in this light. On this basis,
an important observation was made by Sir William Thomson, later Lord
Kelvin (see Rayleigh 1876) "that motions involving a surface of separation
are unstable" (we infer that instability here includes the viscous effect). Re-
garding this comment Rayleigh asked "whether the calculations of resistance
are materially affected by this circumstance as the pressures experienced
must be nearly independent of what happens at some distance in the rear
of the obstacle, where the instability would first begin to manifest itself."
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244 WU
This discussion undoubtedly widened the original scope, brought the wake
analysis closer to reality, and hence should influence the course of further
developments. An expanded discu~ssion essentially along these lines was
given by Levi-Civita (1907) and was included in the survey by Goldstein
(1969).
Another point of fundamental iraportance is whether the Kirchhoff flow
is the only correct Euler (or outer) limit of the Navier-Stokes solution to 
steady flow at high Reynolds numbers. If so, then a second difficulty arises,
a consequence of the following argument: We know that the width of the
Kirchhoff wake grows parabolically with the downstream distance x, at a
rate independent of the (kinematic) viscosity u. If Prandtl’s boundary-layer
theory is then applied to smooth out the discontinuity (i.e. the vortex sheet)
between the wake and the potentla[ flow, one obtains a laminar shear layer
whose thickness grows like (vx/U)1,1~ in a free stream of velocity U. Hence,
for sufficiently small u/U the shear layers do not meet, so that the wake
-bubble remains infinitely long at a finite Reynolds number, a result not sup-
ported by experience. (For more details see Lagerstrom 1964, before p. 106,
131; Kaplun 1967, Part II.) The weaknesses in the above argument appear
to lie in the two primary suppositions that, first, the free shear layer envelop-
ing the wake would remain stable indefinitely, and second (perhaps a less
serious one), the boundary-layer approximation would be valid along the
infinitely long wake boundary. Reattachment of two turbulent shear layers,
for instance, is possible since their thickness grows linearly with x.
By and large, various criticisms, of the Kirchhoff flow model have led to
constructive refinements of the free-streamline theory rather than to a weak-
ening of the foundation of the theory as a valuable idealization. The major
development in this direction has been based on the observation that the
wake bubble is finite in size at high Reynolds numbers. (The wake bubble,
or the near-wake, means, in the ordinary physical sense, the region of closed
streamlines behind the body as characterized by a constant or nearly con-
stant pressure.) To facilitate the mathematical analysis of flows with a finite
wake bubble, a number of potential-flow models have been introduced to
give the near-wake a definite configuration as an approximation to the invis-
cid outer flow. These theoretical ~aaodels will be discussed explicitly later.
It suffices to note here that all these models, even though artificial to various
degrees, are aimed at admitting the near-wake pressure coefficient as a single
free parameter of the flow, thus providing a satisfactory solution to the state
of motion in the near part of the wake attached to the body. On the whole,
their utility is established by their capability of bringing the results of po-
tential theory of inviscid flows into better agreement with experimental
measurements in fluids of small vi~scosity.
The cavity flow also has a long, active history. Already in 1754, Euler,
in connection with his study of turbines, realized that vapor cavitation may
likely occur in a water stream at high speeds. In investigating the cause of
the racing of a ship propeller, Reynolds (1873) observed the phenomenon 
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWg 24~
cavitation at the propeller blades. After the turn of this century, numerous
investigations of cavitation and eavlty flows were stimulated by studies of
ship propellers, turbomachinery, hydrofoils, and other engineering develop-
ments. Important concepts in this subject began to appear about fifty years
ago. In an extensive study of the cavitation of water turbines, Thoma (1926)
introduced the cavitation number (the underpressure coefficient of the vapor
phase) as the principal similarity parameter, which has ever since played 
central role in small-bubble cavitation as well as in well-developed cavity
flows. Applications of free-streamline theory to finite-cavity flows have
attracted much mathematical interest and also provided valuable informa-
tion for engineering purposes. Although the wake interpretation of the flow
models used to be standard, experimental verifications generally indicate
that the theoretical predictions by these finite-wake models are satisfactory
to the same degree for both wake and cavity flows. This fact, however, has
not been widely recognized and some confusion still exists. As a possible
explanation, it is quite plausible that even for the wake in a single-phase
flow, the kinetic energy of the viscous flow within the wake bubble is small,
thus keeping the pressure ahnost unchanged throughout.
Although this review gives more emphasis to cavity flows, several basic
aspects of cavity and wake flows can be effectively discussed together since
they are found to have many important features in common, or in close
analogy. This is in spite of relatively minor differences that arise from new
physical effects, such as gravity, surface tension, thermodynamics of phase
transition, density ratio and viscosity ratio of the two phases, etc., that are
intrinsic only to cavity flows. Based on this approach, attempts will be made
to give a brief survey of the physical background, a general discussion of the
free-streamline theory, some comments on the problems and issues of current
interest, and to point out some basic problems yet to be resolved. In view of
the vast scope of this subject and the voluminous literature, efforts will not
be aimed at completeness, but rather on selective interests. Extensive review
of the literature up to the 1960s may be found in recent expositions by Birk-
hoff & Zarantonello (1957), Gilbarg (1960), Gurevich (1961), Wehausen
(1965), Sedov (1966), Wu (1968), Robertson & Wislicenus (1969), and 
(1961).
2. PHYSICAL BACKGROUND
Some main features of wake and cavity flows behind simple bodies such as
the flat plate, wedges, circular cylinder, sphere, and cones have been observed
experimentally in the various stages of their development over a wide range
of the Reynolds number (see, e.g., Roshko 1954b, 195.5, Lighthill 1963,
Roshko & Fiszdon, 1967). A brief description of the actual circumstances is
given here in the hope that what we may learn from them can be of value in
gaining a deeper understanding of the mechanism of wake and cavity flows.
The wake flow past a bluff body manifests itself at a sufficiently high Rey-
nolds number. The dividing streamlines first separate from the body to form
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246 WU
free shear layers, enveloping a relatively slow reclrculatlng flow reglon--the
near-wake. This region is characterized by a nearly constant wake underpres-
sure Pc, which is less than the free stream pressure p~, as a rule. To cite a
specific case, we review the measurements by Arie & Rouse (1956) of the
velocity, pressure, and turbulence behind a normal plate (3 in. high) in 
wind tunnel with a stream of low turbulence intensity of 1,5 percent, and
with a maximum velocity U of 50 f/s, corresponding to a plate Reynolds
number of about 7.4 X 104. With a central splitter plate placed in the down-
stream, the wake bubble is about 17 times the plate height (above the splitter
plate), and the underpressure coefficient is nearly constant (~---0.57) until
the rear end of the near-wake is approached. A rapid transverse variation of
the mean longitudinal velocity marks the location of the curved free shear
layer on the bubble boundary. The free shear layer was found to become fully
turbulent at a short distance from the point of separation, the maximum
turbulence level reaching some 25 percent of the free-stream velocity at a
station only four plate lengths from that point. At first, the longitudinal
scale of turbulence appears to be considerably greater than the transverse
owing to the strong shear, but this difference gradually decreases as the
vorticity diffuses and the shear layer broadens further downstream. The
strength of turbulent mixing is indicated by the large cross-correlation coeffi-
cient (u’v’/(u’2v’2)~l~--0.5, as deduced from the data (which is somewhat
greater than that of the turbulent ]tow next to a wall); this strong mixing
induces a recirculating flow within the wake bubble. As clearly indicated by
these results, the original surface of discontinuity in the flow velocity is
highly unstable, and the transfer of energy between the laminar and turbu-
lent components takes place very rapidly. These two features, together with
the fact that both the inertial force and turbulent friction are of equal im-
portance in the free shear layer, render the problem difficult for mathematical
analysis. The curvature effect of the free shear layer and the effect due to
finite width of the near wake on the rate of growth of the shear layer seem
to be still unknown. However, it is worth noting from the data of Arie and
Rouse that the total width, 26 say, of the curved, turbulent shear layer grows
linearly with the streamwise distance x, at the rate of &5/dx~--.O.1, which is
well in agreement with the case of straight free shear layer calculated by
GSrtler (1942), and measured by Reichardt (1942). The results of Arie 
Rouse are consistent with those of Liepmann & Laufer (1947) in their in-
vestigation of free turbulent mixing.
As the closure of the near-wake is approached, the fluctuations grow as
the nonuniformity of the stresses within the two shear layers (from two sides
of the body) increases. Consequem:ly, these shear layers become unstable,
rolling up into large vortices. Roshko & Fiszdon (1967) found experimentally
that the reattachment point of the mean streamlines, which marks the closure
of the near-wake, corresponds to the position in the unsteady flow where the
vortices complete their growth and then break away. The shedding of these
vortices (alternately on each side of a two-dimensional body) may appear 
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 247
a definite frequency, creating a regular K~rm/~n vortex sheet; at higher Rey-
nolds numbers it may occur so violently as to generate directly an irregular,
turbulent flow. The flow in such a region, being vortical and turbulent, is
called the turbulent far-wake. The motion there is marked with an unsteadi-
ness, and is stationary only in the gross mean. Experimental investigations
of the periodic vortex shedding from a two-dimensional body (mainly for
circular cylinders) have revealed a definite but rather weak dependence of
the Strouhal number on the Reynolds number (Kovasznay 1949, Roshko
1954b, Goldburg et al 1965, Gerrard 1966, Gaster 1971). In contrast, there
is little published work on incompressible wake structure behind three-
dimensional bodies; the few results available are mostly for disks and
spheres. While the regular shedding of vortices from two-dimensional con-
figurations can dominate the wake, its effect in simple axlsymmetrlc arrange-
ments is usually rather weak. However, when asymmetry is present as with
an inclined disk (Calvert 1967b), very strong vortex shedding occurs. The
vortices appear in the form of a chaln of irregular rings, consecutive vortices
being interlinked. They have little in common with the two-dimensional
vortex street. The near-wake, on the other hand, is again of the recirculating
bubble-flow type (Calvert 1967a).
Towards the end of the turbulent far-wake, the scale of turbulence dimln-
ishes owing to mixing and dissipation, reducing the flow eventually to an
asymptotic laminar far-wake, where the thermal process finally takes over.
Along the entire far-wake, the mean pressure increases gradually from the
wake underpressure Pe and ultimately recovers the main stream pressure p~
far downstream.
The essential interaction between the body and the separated flow occurs
in the region enclosing the body and its near-wake. However, the near-wake
flow (its base pressure and flow pattern in particular) is in turn related to the
state of motion in the far-wake. The overall flow pattern depends primarily
on the Reynolds number, which prescribes the criterion for instability of the
flow and hence provides an indication of the onset and location of transition
from laminar to turbulent flow. The expository experimental study by
Roshko & Fiszdon (1967) for the circular cylinder illustrates vividly these
salient features, which we summarize below. When the Reynolds number R
(based on diameter) lies between 1 and 50, the entire flow, including the wake
bubble and the ensuing wake, is laminar and steady. In the region 50<R
<200, the near-wake becomes unstable, oscillating periodically, though still
laminar. First appearance of turbulence occurs near the closure point; the
base pressure coefficient C~, which is always negative, further decreases
(C~ refers to the base point diametrlcally opposite the front stagnation
point) ; a vortex street forms in the far-wake. For 200 <R < 1500, turbulence
near the closure point develops and spreads; periodic motion extends further
downstream; C~b becomes somewhat less negative. In the region 1500 dR
<2X10~, the lamlnar-to-turbulence transition point gradually moves up-
~tre.am along the free she~r layer; the separation point s.t~rts to ..m_gve. fg.r,
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248 WU
ward and the near-wake grows in size; C~ decreases to a low value of about
--1.0; the far-wake becomes irregular. At R=R~(,~5 X 10b), transition coin-
cides with separation, begins to precede it, and therefc~re to postpone it. The
flow undergoes first a laminar separation, followed by a reattachment to the
cylinder, and then a turbulent separation to form a narrower near-wake.
Then C~ increases sharply to about --0.2, resulting in a large fall in
a phenomenon known as the drag crisis. In the higher range of R (4 X 106 < 
<8X106), transition further precedes the turbulent separation, and
levels down to about -0.8. The upper limit of the experiments to date is
R= 8 X 106 (Roshko 1961), and beyond that the trend is not clear, particu-
larly as R--~ ~. Batchelor (1956) argues that the length of the wake bubble
would tend to a constant and CD would tend to zero as R-~ ; but Imai
(1957) and others contend that the bubble length would increase linearly
with R, while the flow would asymptotically approach the Kirchhoff flow
in this limit.
In addition to its own intrinsic instability, the level of unsteadiness of
wake flow involves other complexities.. One of them is the free-stream turbu-
lence level; the surface condition (roughness and compliance of body surface)
is another. Both may affect the location of transition--e.g., an increase of
either of them tends to reduce R~. Another important effect arises from the
basic difference between the separation from a sharp corner (thefixed separa2
tion) and the separation at a point of a continuously curved body (the free
separation). In general, the wake flows with fixed separation are steadier
and the base pressure tends to be more uniform, whereas those past well-
rounded bodies tend to have stronger oscillations. This is because the flow
towards a sharp edge is always accelerated by a favorable pressure gradient,
a state that is little affected by changes in Reynolds number. Still another
factor is the entrainment mechanism., which cab be influenced not only by
the location of transition but also by additional constraints, such as a splitter-
plate inserted along the wake central, line. Such an extraneous device has a
marked effect in suppressing the alternate shedding of vortices, and raises
up the base pressure to such an extent that the drag coefficient of a circular
cylinder or a flat plate is reduced by about one-third of its value when the
splitter plate is absent (Roshko 1954b, Arie & Rouse 1956).
Although wake flows are practically always unsteady, their mean motion,
obtained by averaging over times large compared to the characteristic
period, appears steady. (Figure 1 is a sketch of an incompressible wake
flow.) It is this mean motion that has been of wide interest and will constitute
the principal part of our discussion. ~;Ve note that in a nondime~sional form,
incompressible wake flows are characterized by the wake underpressure
coefficient (or wake number) 
¢ = (1)
pU~/2
where p~ is the pressure and U the velocity of the free stream p the fluid
density, and po the mean base pressure in the near-wake.
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NEAR-WAKE OR CAVITY
SEPARATION CLOSURE OR VORTICAL OR LAMINAR
REATTACHMENT TURBULENT FAR-WAKE
FAR -WAKE
FIGURE I. A streamline pattern in a developed wake or cavity flow. The stream-
lines inside the wake bubble or cavity represent their mean position.
When a bluff body moves in a liquid medium, such as water, cavitating
flow may also have different flow patterns. In its initial stage, cavitation
refers to the formation in a liquid flow of small bubbles, filled with vapor and
gas, because of reduction in the local pressure. By increasing the flow speed
and decreasing the free-stream pressure, local cavitation begins in a limited
region where the minimum pressure reaches a value close to or less than the
vapor pressure. If p, in Equation (1) is taken to be the mean pressure of the
vapor-gas mixture in bubbles, averaged over a large number of bubbles, then
the various stages of cavitating flows can also be characterized by the param-
eter g, now called the cavitation number. The rate of cavitation in this incep-
tion stage depends on e as well as on various other physical factors, such as
the concentration of nuclei (generally regarded as microscopic solid particles
immersed in liquid), amount of dissolved gas, surface tension, various diffu-
sion coefficients, and other thermodynamic effects. The mechanics of limited
cavitation is beyond the present scope; reference is made to recent surveys
by Plesset (1964), Eisenberg & Tulin (1961), Robertson & Wislicenus (1969),
and Knapp et al (1970).
As ~ decreases, bubbles increase both in number and in size and coalesce
to form larger bubbles. Eventually, for g sufficiently low (usually of order
unity or less), a single, large cavity is formed in the wake of the body,
enveloping a vapor-gas mixture of constant pressure, which now plays the
role of p, in Equation (1).
Cavity flows and wake flows have many salient features in common or
in close analogy. The cavity itself may be likened to the bubble shape of a
near-wake. The motion of the gas-vapor mixture inside the cavity is also of
the reclrculatlng type, though its dynamic effect is much weaker because
of the large differences in the density and viscosity of the two phases. At the
closure of a two-dimenslonal cavity, the liquid flow resembles strong vortices,
fluctuating and reattaching in the mean, often forming a liquid jet going
upstream for some distance into the cavity; hence the name reentrant jet.
This closure flow is similar to the vortical flow near the end of a wake bubble.
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Downstream of a cavity, the regular pattern of K~rm~n’s vortex street has
also been observed in an appropriate range of Reynolds number (Young 
Holl 1966); irregular turbulent mixing generally takes place at higher Rey-
nolds numbers. Thus the far-wakes in these two cases are essentially the
same. Furthermore, cavity flows, too, have some intrinsic unsteadiness,.
which depends in the same qualitative way on the physical factors we have
already described for wake flows. The intensity of fluctuations can be espe-
cially violent in the "partial cavitation" of hydrofoils, that is, when the
length of the cavity formed on the suction side of the lifting foil approaches
the length of the foil. In this case, the closure vortices oscillate in the proxim-
ity of the trailing edge, apparently exciting certain modes of periodic dis-
turbance. Perhaps the action of water impact of the reentrant jet on the
body is also involved.
Experimental studies of cavity flows have been largely limited to mea-
surements of the hydrodynamic forces and moments, and, to a lesser extent,
of pressure distributions and some ot:her details of the flow field. There is
little published work on fundamental investigations of hydrodynamic
stability, transition, separation, turbulence scales, relationship between
the cavitation number and Reynolds number, and other physical effects.
This is understandable on account of the evident difficulties with such water-
tunnel experiments, upon which I shall not elaborate. Part of such urgently
needed information has come to light through a series of basic studies by
Brennen (1969a,b; 1970a,b) on the nature of the interfacial shear layer along
the cavity boundary after its viscous ~,~eparation from a number of axisym-
metric headforms. For a spherical cap, the cavity surface for a short stretch,
immediately after separation, invariably appeared smooth and glossy
(Figure 2), suggesting a laminar separation even at the highest Reynolds
number (gX10~) attained. At a short distance away from separation, a
system of surface waves appeared, growing in amplitude as they propagated
downstream, until transition took place (at high speeds only) to make them
turbulent. At lower tunnel speeds, the.,;e waves persisted along the length of
cavity. Brennen (1970a) ascribed these waves to the growth of an instability
in the separated laminar shear layer, the observed frequency being close to
that predicted by inviscid Orr-Sommerfeld theory. Among the various head-
forms tested by Brennen, only the circular disk produced cavities completely
clear and glossy at all speeds (unless the separation was forcibly made turbu-
lent (Figure 2c,d)). The surface-tension effect, generally speaking, is at most
secondary, as was shown (Brennen 1970b) by some results with a surface-
tension reducing agent. Brennen (1969a) also investigated the dynamic
balances of dissolved air and heat in natural cavity flows, describing how the
air diffused into the cavity leaves it by entrainment near cavity closure.
Cavity separation becomes even rnore complex a phenomenon when it
occurs at a slender or thin body, as cmnpared to bluff bodies. Viscous sepa-
ration of a cavity from a thin body may be preceded by a region of low
pressure slightly less than P~ in the cavity, so that the nuclei in the liquid
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(o 
~ ( c ~: ( d 
FIGURE 2. Flow patterns on the surface of gas-vapor cavities in water. (a) spherical
cap, U=20 ft/sec; Co) spherical cap, U~12 ft/sec; (c) disk, U=35 ft/sec; (d) 
with ring on face, U=30 ft/sec (Brennen 1970a).
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252 WU
stream, if given enough time in transit, may induce early cavitation, giving
rise to the so-called "nucleate separation" as opposed to the "smooth viscous
cavity separation." This phenomenon has been investigated by Arakeri
(1971) with cavitating hydrofoils.
All the above rudimentary description and comment merely serve to
illustrate the complexities of the problem. In spite of many uncertainties
still existing, the outstanding properties of wake and cavity flows are never-
theless usehd for providing a sound physical basis for constructing theoretical
models.
3. INVISCID OUTER FLOW~ THE FREE-STREAMLINE THEORY
The inviscid approxi~nation for cavity and ~vake flows at high Reynolds
numbers is important for several reasons. First, this approximate theory is
effective in providing satisfactory predictions of the hydrodynamic forces
and moments for engineering purposes. From the point of viexv of assisting
further basic developments, this Euler solution of the outer inviscid ffow is
also needed for calculating the viscous flow in the near-wake, or cavity,
and its neighborhood.
Some drastic simplifying assumptions are necessary to construct a
theoretical model, whose validity, of course, can be justified only with
experimental verifications. For cavity flows, it is usually assumed that the
cavity and its ensuing wake are separated from the outer flow by free
streamlines or surfaces, and that the outer flow is inviscid and irrotational.
The same approximation applied to real wakes amounts to supposing that
the shear layer around the near-wake is thin, that rolling up and mixing of
trailing vortices are neglected, and that the mean steady flow is of primary
interest. For completeness, ~ve state the theory including the unsteady flow
that may result from body motion and disturbances (of body scale) in the
basic flow. The fluid is assumed for the present to be incompressible.
Under these assumptions, the flow has a velocity potential q)(x, I),
satisfying the Laplace equation
v~4 = o (2)
The classical boundary conditions are as follows.
(i) On a solid surface, with its motion prescribed by S(x, t)= 
dS
-- = S, + (V4,).VS = 0 onS(x, t) (3)
d!
(ii) On a free boundary, F(x, ~)=0 say, there are two conditions. 
kinematic condition requires
dF
-- = F, -+- (V40"VF = 0 on F(x, t) (4)
dt
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 253
For the dynamic condition, the classical assumption (neglecting the effects
of gravity and surface tension) is that the pressure p is constant, say p~,
on the cavity (or near-wake) boundary. Hence, by the Bernoulli equation,
~b, -b ½(V~b)~ = ½U~(1 q- #) on V(x, t) = (5)
U being the free stream velocity and g the cavitation number defined by
Equation (1). The cavity pressure :be is assumed to be the minimum pres-
sure of the entire flow.
(iii) A point at which the free streamline of an invisdd flow leaves the
body will be called a detachment point (either fixed or free) ; it is quite possible
that the free detachment point of an inviscld flow is different from the free
separation point of the corresponding viscous flow past the same smoothly
curved body. Since the location of a free detachment point is not known
a priori, a condition is required for its determination. The classical condition
(originally introduced for plane flows) is the one due to Brillouin (1911)
and Villat (1914), requiring that the curvature of a free streamline at free
detachment be finite (the Villat-Brillouin condition). When this condition 
satisfied, the streamline curvature is automatically equal to that of the body
surface at the free detachment point (for this reason, free detachment is also
called "smooth detachment" in the literature). The same condition can be
extended to three-dimensional wakes and cavities. Necessity of this condi-
tion arises partly from the fact that the streamline curvature at a fixed
detachment is generally infinite. This condition may thus seem to have a
physically natural basis in the framework of potential theory. It may also
be argued, however, that cavity separation, as well as the boundary-layer
separation in wakes, is a viscous phenomenon. This is amply illustrated by
the differences in the observed position of separation and the location of
free detachment predicted by the potential theory for rounded bodies. More
discussion of this point will be given later.
For finite cavities and wakes, it is further necessary to introduce a
specific flow model so that the far-wake can assume a definite shape in this
invlscld approximation. A number of theoretical models have been proposed
and invariably employed first in some simple configurations (such as a nor-
mal flat plate or symmetric wedges) in plane flow. We describe below some
of the most commonly used models with direct extension to curved bodies.
Generalization to the three-dimensional case is immediate.
1. The Riabouchinsky image model. This was proposed by Riabouchinsky
(1920). An "image" body is introduced at a certain distance downstream
of the real body to make the cavity closed. Figure 3a shows the choice of the
image body being symmetric with respect to the centroid of the cavity. This
is the simplest body-cavity-image system that, in the absence of circu!ation,
will experience no net hydrodynamic force; other image shapes will either
lead to nonexistence of the postulated potential flow or will require an ap-
propriate circulation to make the solution possible.
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 255
2. Open-wake model. This model was first introduced by Joukowsky
(1890), in a fundamental work which apparently remained unnoticed for 
long time. It was again proposed independently by McNown & Yih (1953),
Roshko (1954a), and Eppler (1954) for symmetric bodies in nonlifting flows.
Wu (1962) modified the model in order to extend it to lifting flows past
arbitrary bodies (Figure 3) by requiring that the undetermined velocities
on the streamlines bounding the semi-infinite strip, which represents the
far wake, are equal at equal values of the velocity potential. This strip thus
models the actual turbulent mixing and viscous dissipation in a far-wake
of constant momentum thickness.
3. The reentrant-jet model. This model seems to have been first sug-
gested by Prandtl and H. Wagner, and later formulated by Kreisel (1946)
and independently by Efros (1946). In this model, the two dividing stream-
lines reverse direction, carrying a finite part of main stream into a jet which
flows through the cavity (in an undetermined direction for lifting flows) and
is continued mathematically into a second Riemann sheet.
4. Cusped-wake model. Brillouin (1911) appears to have been the first
to discuss the finite cavity which is terminated with a cusp and especially the
fact that the minimum pressure no longer falls on the cavity boundary.
This model was applied to the circular cylinder by Southwell & Vaisey
(1946) and was taken as a realistic model for truncated airfoils by Lighthill
(1945).
5. The Batchelor wake model. With wakes at high Reynolds numbers
in mind, Batchelor (1956) proposed a closed wake model which encloses 
pair of stationary viscous eddies of constant vorticity. Of particular concern
was the uniform validity of possible wake models as the viscosity #-~0.
An outstanding property of this model is that the resistance of the fluid oa
the body vanishes in this limit.
6. Vortex models. Systems of stationary vortices are observed in the
numerical calculations of wakes at low Reynolds number; for example,
the early computations of Thom (1933) and Apelt (1957) show a pair 
stationary vortices behind a circular cylinder up to a Reynolds number of
40. For high Reynolds numbers, various kinds of twin vortices, such as the
slngle-splral and double-spiral vortices, have been proposed as possible
wake and cavity models by Weinlg (1956) and Tulin (1964).
7. The Lavrentiev wake model. Lavrentiev (1962) proposed a closed
wake-bubble model which terminates with a stagnation point at the closure
and has a recirculatlng flow that encloses two separate regions of constant
pressure. Its potential utility in the determination of v~scous near-wake
remains to be realized.
Aside from these models, still others have been tried out. For instance,
Hopkinson (1898) considered the flow bounded by two plates and two free
streamlines with interior sources and vortices. Artificial plates have been
used to intercept free streamlines and to control the open wake width
(Gadd 1962). The one-sided reentrant iet at the edge of a wedge or plate
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was treated by Cox & Clayden (1958), Pykhteev (1960), and Cumberbatch
(1961). These potential flow models all involve some sort of artifice 
representing flows with a finite cavity or near-wake, thereby admitting the
cavitation number ~ as a single free parameter. The need of an artifice,
one kind or another, can be realized by the argument (Wu 1956) that in the
framework of potential theory, the work done by the resistance of fluid on a
moving body cannot be removed without at the same time removing mo-
mentum, or mass, or both. For this reason, the potential-flow models should
not be expected to provide a good approximation of the far-wake as well as
the near-wake, since the viscous dissipation in real fluids is a rather slow
process.
Once the model is accepted, the mathematical problem becomes definite.
These potential-flow problems, first of all, are nonlinear (due to the non-
linear conditions on the free boundary, whose location is unknown), though
a linearized theory has been developed for thin bodies and hydrofoils (see
Section 10). Another difficulty arises from the gravity effect in (two-phase)
cavity flows, in particular when an unbounded water surface is present, as in
planing-surface problems. For unsteady cavity flows generated by a time-
varying free-stream and/or body motion, the problem is further complicated
by the explicit dependence of the flow on its time history, as is clearly indi-
cated by the free-boundary conditions [Equations (4) and (5)]. Because 
these difficulties, only the special class of steady, plane flows (in the absence
of gravity in case of cavity flows) has received an impressive development,
since the powerful hodograph method and complex function theory are then
at our disposal.
4, STEADY PLANE FLOWS
Mathematical analysis: the functional equations.--For a steady, incom-
pressible, potential flow in the physical plane z = xq-ly, the complex velocity
potential f=~b q-i~b and the complex (conjugate) velocity w-- df/dz = u--iv
are analytic functions of z, and hence of each other. It is often more con-
venient to use, instead of w, the logarithmic hodograph variable
q~ q~ v
~ = log-- = r + iO, r = log ;-~-, O = tan -~- (6)
~/e being the constant flow speed on the cavity boundary.
The analytical solution of a cavity or wake flow past an arbitrary body
in classical free-streamline theory is most effectively determined in a
parametric form: f=f(~’), w=o~(~-), where ~--~q-i~ is a suitable complex
variable. For a unified discussion of different flow models, the flow region
is mapped conformally into the lower half of the ~" plane, with the wetted
body surface mapped into 7=0, -1 <~<1, the stagnation point into the
origin ~" ~ 0, and the cavity or near-wake boundary into */-- 0, I ~ [ > 1. Since
the flow region in the f plane is always in the form of strips (~b=const on
both fixed and free boundaries), and may involve Riemann surfaces (de-
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 257
pending on the flow model chosen, see Figure 4), the mapping f=f(~) can
readily be effected by applying the generalized Schwarz-Christoffel trans-
formation due to Gilbarg (1949). The results are given for four sample
flow models, as follows:
-- = A~-(~" -- ~-0)-~/2(~" -- ~0)-~/2 Riabouchinsky modeldt
= A~’(~" -- ~e)(~ -- ~0)-~(~ -- -~ open-wake mod el and
cusped-wake model (7)
~(~ - ~)(¢ ~)
= reentrant-jet model(~ - ~0)~(~ - ~0)~(~ )
where A is a real constant, ~0 corresponds to f= ~, ~, to the constant pressure
terminal C, and ~ and ~:, to the rear stagnation point R and the jet terminal
J, respectively (~ee Figure 4); ~o stand~ for the complex conjugate of ~0.
Let the wetted solid boundary be given parametrically by
x = x(s), y = y(s) (0 < s < S) (8)
s being the arc length along the body surface, with s=0 at point A~ s=S
at point B. The boundary conditions for w(~)=r(~, ~)+~(~, ~) then 
~(~) ~ O(~, 0-) = rH(--~) + 3(s(~)) (--1 < ~ < 1) (9)
~-(~) ~ ~(~, 0-) = (I ~l > ~) (~0)
where H(--~)= 1 for ~ <0, H(--~)=0 for ~>0, and ~(s)= -x [y’ (s)/x’(s)],
the prime denoting ordinary differentiation. The solution of this Riemann-
Hilbert problem is
1 + i(~ z -- 1)
~0(t) = log ,
~ (~2)
~(~) = --
~ ~ k l -- t~ / t -- ~
where fl(~)=$(s(~)), the function ~/~ is ana lyt ic in the ~ p lane cut
from ~ = -- 1 to 1 along ~ = 0 so that it tends to ~ as ] ~ [ ~ ~, and ~ (~) stands
for the complementary solution (O~(~)=0 for [~[ <1 and r~-(~)=0 
>1), which may possess interior ~ingularities depending on the specific
flow model used. In fact, we have ~(~)=0 for the Riabouchinsky, open-
wake, and cusped-wake models; and
~,(~) = log (l-- ln)(tin-- 1) ~ (13)
for the reentrant jet model.
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plane
-! , . _.÷.t, +
(O) RIABOUCHINSKY IMAGE MODEL
-~ °I "~ +~ (:c ¢
(b) OPEN-WAKE MODEL
f -plane
I A C+
I o s j ’~
-, o *,
~ ’ (~c+
C - plane
C - plane
(C) RE- ENTRANT JET MODEL (d) CUSPEO WAKE MODEL
FIGU~J~ 4. Streamlines in the complex potential f plane and a parametric ~" plane,
the flow boundaries and designated points corresponding to those indicated in the
respective flow models of Figure 3.
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 259
The physical plane is now given by the quadrature
f d~- (14)1 df
The are length s(~), measured along the body surface from ~-- --1, 
A f ~ er(~.(~)a~ (-1 s(8) ~.
1 f_l(1 - ~]’" B(t)dt (16)r(~)- ~ ~l-t~/ t-
1 df
(17)~(~) = ~ ~xp [~0-(e) + ~-(~)] 
The integral in Equation (16) assumes its Cauchy principal value. The total
wetted arc length is specified as
s = ~(~) (~8)
Moreover, the velocity condition at z = ~, or ~ =~, requires that
1
~(~0) = ~og q~ + i~ = -- ~og (~ + ~) 09)
U 2
where a is the incidence angle between the free stream and chord AB. This
completes the formal solution of the Riabouchinsky flow. For the other
models;however, further determining equations are required for the param-
eters ~, ~a, and ~. They can be stated as follows: In the open-wake model,
f(~) must be simply covered in the neighborhood of ~ = ~o. I n both the cusped-
wake and reentrant-]et flows, z(~) is requlred to be simply covered near
~=~. Furthermore, there is left in the reentrant-]et flow the freedom of
choice in the circulation around the cavity. In contrast, the circulation about
the cusped cavity cannot be prescribed, but rather is a derived quantity.
Finally, we state the condition for free detachment as
d~
~-*0 as ~1 and/or ~--1 (20)
whichever is applicable.
The above solution may be regarded either as for a direct problem with
the prescribed quantities
2[~(~); ~; ~;S] (0 < ¯ < S) (~)
or as for an "inverse problem" with the specification
~’[~(~); ~;~0] (-1 < ~ < ~) (22)
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in which Ax=A/q~, the other parameters ~’c, ~’u, D being assumed already
eliminated. One should note that the inverse problem is completely deter-
mined. On the other hand, in the direct problem, even with fixed detach-
ments, s(~) and/~(~) =fl(s(~)) are not known a priori. The rlght-hand 
of Equations (15) and (19) may be regarded as two nonlinear integral
operators providing the functional transformations of s(~) and t0 into the
respective left-hand side members, s(~) and ~’0 being the fixed points of the
transformation.
Flat plate and symmetric wedges.--For these simple configurations, the
direct problem immediately admits a unique explicit solution. Figure 5 is
an example of the theoretical prediction by the open-wake model (Wu 1962)
of the pressure distribution on both sides of a flat plate at several angles of
attack; it is in very good agreement with the wind tunnel experiments of
Fage & Johansen (1927). Elsewhere one finds further evidence that the
free-streamline theory generally provides results in satisfactory agreement
with experiments, such as those of Meijer (1967), Parkin (1958), and Silber-
man (1959). Meijer presented detailed measurements of the pressure dis-
tribution on a flapped hydrofoil in a water tunnel, covering both the case
when the near-wake is filled with water (at high cavitation numbers ~)
and the case when the vapor-gas cavity is developed (at lower a). These
comparisons confirm the contention that the free-streamline theory is of
comparable applicability in both wake and cavity flows.
As another point of comparison, the hydrodynamic forces and the cavity
shapes given by the commonly used models are generally in close agreement
for blunt bodies. For example, with the Riabouchinsky model the theoretical
drag coefficient of a flat plate, held normal to the stream, has the following
asymptotic expansion :
cD(~) = cD(o) 1 + ~ + s(~ ~-°(~4) (23)
where Cn(0)=2~r/(~r+4)=0.88 is the classical Kirchhoff solution for 
This Cn(~) agrees up to three terms with that of the reentr,ant-jet model, and
is also in close accord with the result of the open-wake model for a less than 1
(in the last ease, the factor 1/8 of the term with a: in Equation (23) is 
placed by 1/6). It should be stressed, however, that it is generally for thin
bodies at small incidences that these theoretical models deviate from each
other, especially at higher cavitation numbers, until the cavities become so
short that the postulated flow configuration is no longer valid. Further, the
degree of accuracy of the theoretical models in estimating the forces has
been rather neglected in the past; this important issue will be discussed in
Section 6 on the wall effects.
On the other hand, as a~0 all these models reduce to the Kirehhoff
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1.0
- 1,0
02 0,4 x 06 08
~ THEORY, WU
0 FAGE 8= JOHANSEN(1927|
o’= 1.380
1.0
Cp ’
012 ’ 0.4- x 0,6 ’ 0’.8 ’1
= = 69.85=
o- =
Io0
- 1.0
FIGURE S. Pressure distributions on the wetted and separated sides of an oblique
flat plate. Theory indicated by a solid line (Wu 1962); experiments indicated by 
small circle (Fage & Johansen 1927).
flow. In this limit, the asymptotic form of the free streamlines at large dis-
tances behind an arbitrary body is given by the following expression:
y -- Y0 ~ -- C1~1/2 -- C2 log ~ + O(x-1~2 log x) (24)
where CI, C~, and y0 are constants depending on the body shape, the + signs
referring to the upper and lower branch respectively. The first two co-
effieients CI and C2 are related to the drag D and lift L according as
D = ~ pU~C1~ and L = 2~rpU~C2 (25)
4
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These are the outstanding features of the Kirchhoff flow at large distances.
Finally, we note that the existence of some explicit solutions for simple
body shapes is of great significance in the study of existence and uniqueness
theory and of numerical methods (to serve as an effective initial approxi-
mation with which to begin iteration) for general curved bodies.
Existence and uniqueness theory for curved bodies.--The conditions for
the system of functional equations to possess a unique and meaningful solu-
tion to the free-boundary problem for curved bodies have been studied at
length in the past fifty years. The theory for the problem of fixed detach-
ment and, to a lesser extent, for the problem of free detachment is now well
advanced, having inspired many original and important ideas in bringing
about a brilliant chapter in mathematical analysis.
Apparently the first existence theorem for curved bodies was obtained by
Nekrasoff (1922) for the Kirchhoff flow past circular arcs of small extent.
His proof is constructive, based directly on iteration of the functional equa-
tion of the flow. After further extensions by his followers to include other
body forms and flow models (Birkhoff & Zarantonello 1957), the proof
established the following Fixed-Point Theorem: For given 3(s) and ~0,
if A is sufficiently small, then the functional equation (15) can be solved 
direct iteration, and the solution is unique.
¯ A very general, powerful, but nonconstructive proof of existence of the
infinite-cavity flow past a curved body, not necessarily of small curvature,
was provided by Leray (1935) with application of the fixed-point theorem 
Leray & Schauder (1934). The detailed accounts of the proof and its further
extensions can be found in Birkhoff & Zarantonello (1957) and Gilbarg (1960).
Numerical methods.--By classical analysis, the solution of plane cavity-
flow problems is reduced to the determination of one unknown real function
s(~) and the parameters A and ~’0, which combined satisfy the nonlinear
functional equations (15), (18), and (19) [an additional functional equation
(20) is involved for each free detachment]. Even after this simplification,
evaluations of these functional equations by current high-speed computers
can still present a difficult computational problem.
Apparently the first calculations of free-boundary flows past curved
bodies were performed by Brodetsky (1923), who computed the plane cavity
flow past circular and elliptical arcs by a method of trigonometric interpola-
tion. This method was later extended (Birkhoff & Zarantonello 1957) 
using a truncated series representation of the function f~=I~(~)+iB(~) 
Equation (16)], the coefficients being computed by a process of averaged
iteration.
Recently an integral iteration method, which is essentially of the Picard
type, was developed by Wu & Wang (1964a) for computing the functional
equations (15) and (19). This method was subsequently modified (Wu 
Wang 1964b) to give an approximate numerical scheme based on iteration
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 263
of the function s(~) and the parameter ~’0 on different levels, at a great saving
of computing steps while at the same time retaining a high degree of ac-
curacy. Success of this method depends on a proper choice of the initial
approximate solution (generally an inclined flat plate, or a plate with a flap
at a suitable incidence) and on an adequate execution of averaged iteration to
ensure that each iterated solution is meaningful (such as ~’0 always remaining
in the flow region). This method has been applied successfully to several
cavitating hydrofoil problems (Wu 1968). The method has also been success-
fully applied to cavitating hydrofoils having rounded noses (Furuya 
Acosta 1972) with a fixed separation point near the leading edge. Again,
numerical convergence is satisfactory provided that a proper averaging of
the successive iterations is tollowed, although more iterations for this type
of problem are required.
~. AXISYMMETRIC AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL CAVITY FLOWS
Efforts made in solving three-dimensional cavity and wake problems
have been confined largely to the numerical approach, or at best semi-
numerical (relying on analysis to reduce the problem to a simpler form),
since the complex function theory, which proves to be a powerful tool for
plane flows, cannot be fully utilized here. Because of the great mathematical
difficulties, there is still no known exact solution of three-dimensional body-
cavity problems, though several approximate methods have proved to be
useful.
Surface-singularity method.--Trefftz (1916) made the first major efforts
to calculate axisymmetric jets based on an exact theory. His integral equa-
tion method, which was for years the principal contribution to the axisym-
metric free boundary problems, is actually very general. In terms of the
cylindrical polar coordinates (x, r, 0), with x pointing in the free stream
direction, the velocity potential q~(x, r) satisfies the equation
(26)
With the theoretical model chosen, the boundary conditions become
0__:_. = 0 on F1 q- re (27)
On
-- = qo on I’~ (28)
Os
where I~ and 1~2 denote the curves in the meridian cross section of the flow
intercepted by the body and cavity boundaries, respectively, n is a unit
normal vector, inward to flow, and s is a unit tangential vector at
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Using Green’s theorem for the axisymmetric potential ~b (x, r), Trefftz derived
the following integral equation for ~:
~(s) -- ~" G(s, t)~(t)dt + f(s) (s on rl + r,) 
0¢(s, t)
G(s, t) -- r(t) , ,l~(s, t) = m K(k) (30)
Ont ~rrl
4r,r,
x~= (x~, r~), x,= (xt, r~) being the position vectors of two points 
r(O--r,, K(k) denoting the complete elliptical integral of the first kind,
and f(s) standing for a fixed function of the arc length s. Here, q(s, 0 is the
potential at s due to a ring source at x=x~ and r=r,. The problem at hand
is to determine the shape of I~2, and hence implicitly the kernel G(s, t), so
that $ satisfies condition (28) and the integral equation (29). Trefftz 
puted $(s) for a jet emanating from a circular orifice in a plane by a scheme
of successive approximations, and found the jet contraction coefficient C, to
satisfy 0.60 < C, <0.64. Regarding the numerical method, Gilbarg (1960) com-
mented that extreme refinement, near detachment in particular, is essential
to accuracy. An interesting feature of this method is that calculations of the
flow field are reduced to the boundary of one dimension, much the same as
the integral equation method for plane flows.
From a similar equation Levinson (1946) determined the asymptotic
shape of infinite axisymmetric cavity as
[
loglogx
r(s) = 1/~ (l og x) -1/4 1 + O(log x)-~ (32)
8 log x
and showed that the cavity drag D is related to the shape factor C by
1
D = -- ~rpU~C* (33)
8
Thus, in comparison with Equation (24), the asymptotic shape of axisym-
metric cavities is narrower than that of the plane case by the factor
(log x)-1/~.
The method of distributing singularities over the body and cavity sur-
faces has been applied to different problems (Shiffman & Spencer 1951,
Salamotov 1959). Recently this method was extended by Struck (1970)
to include axisymmetrlc bodies at small incidences by allowing the strength
of annular sources to vary with the azimuth. Because he used the open-wake
model, the integral equation derived by Struck for the axisymmetric com-
ponent is very similar to Trefftz’s equation, while the cress-flow component
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 265
is linearized. The free boundary was determined by an iteration, starting
with an assumed location. The integral equation was computed by the Gaus-
sian quadrature for the circular disk and cones over a range of the incidence,
and for the sphere; the results of pressure distribution and free-surface shape
were compared with known experiments. At ~ = 0 (infinite cavity) his drag
coefficient of the disk satisfies 0.824<CD <0.829, and for the sphere, C/~(0)
=0.31, the corresponding free-detachment point being at 08=57° from the
forward stagnation of the sphere.
Stream-function method.--In axisymmetric flows the stream function
~b(x, r) satisfies the equation
1
~,~ -t- ~rr -- -- ~kr = 0 (34)
r
An ingenious method was developed by Garabedian (1956), who considered
the axisymmetric flow in a space of (e-t-2) dimensions and calculated its
stream function ~k(x, r; e) [which satisfies an equation similar to Equation
(34), only with the coefficient 1/r replaced by e/r] by expanding it about the
corresponding plane flow ~ko(x, y)=if(x, r; 0), where y=--r, in a power series
in i~=e/(e+2). The required solution in the physical case is then ~k(x, r; 1)
with i~ = 1/3. His drag coefficient of the circular disk in infinite cavity flow is
C/~ =0.827.
It is also possible to make use of Equation (34) when one chooses to repre-
sent the axisymmetric body-cavity boundary by a vortex sheet composed of
elemental vortex rings. In this formulation ~(x, r) assumes an integral repre-
sentation involving the unknown strength of the vortex sheet. Application
of the boundary conditions on the body (~ = 0) and cavity boundary ~ = 
~b~ = q~r) then leads to the desired integral equation for ~b.
The relaxation method.--Southwell & Vaisey (1946) first applied the re-
laxation method to a number of free-surface flow problems, including the
cusped cavity behind a cylinder and sphere; the axisymmetric jet from an
orifice; a two-dlmensional planing surface under gravity; and a few other
motions. This original contribution has been followed by other studies using
this method.
A recent development is the contribution by Brennen (1969b), who ob-
tained a numerical solution of the axisymmetric flows with a finite cavity
past a circular disk and sphere, together with some new experimental results.
In his theory the Riabouchinsky model is adopted for its desirable symmetry,
and the basic equations take the velocity potential ~b and stream function ~b
as the independent variables. First, by interchanging the dependent and
independent variables,
-- = rr~ = x, and -- = r, = - rx¢ (35)
q~ q2
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where q~=u2q-v~, (u, v) being the (x, r)-component velocities. Then 
elimination, there results for f~--r 2 the equation
0~ O~flog f + __ = 0
(36)
0~2 0~2
which is due to Woods (1951). The boundary conditions are
0(~, 0) = tan -~ ~ on ~ (37)f~/~f~
4 f~ + f~
on F~ (38)q~ f
where 0 = ta~ ~ (v/u) is the flow angle and Px and P~ have the same signifi-
cance as before. The nonlinearity of Equation (36) is of little disadvantage
in the numerical method; it is far outweighed by the advantage gained by
the known straight flow boundaries in the (~, ~) plane, Brennen applied the
relaxation calculations to Equations (36)-(38) in a quadrant of the 
(owing to the symmetry) bounded laterally by concentric cylinders of various
sizes, the unbounded-flow case being reached by extrapolation. Conse-
quently the results also furnished useful information about the wall effect
in the axisymmetric case. In these calculations the singularities at stagnation
and detachment and treatment of the flow along the free boundary (on the
a~s ~ ~ 0) require proper handling, as is common to other numerical methods.
The ma~mum error in the numerical results of f was estimated to be less
than 0.5 percent. Comparison with the experiments shows that the theory is
very satisfactory in the disk case; Brennen’s value of the drag coe~clent at
~0 is C~ ~0.826, which is in agreement with Garabedian’s 0.827. For the
sphere with an infinite cavity, Brennen found a value of C~0.317, and
detachment at an angle of about 0~56° (by extrapolation), which are 
close agreement with Struck’s results. These consistent theoretical predic-
tions, however, are at variance with the experimental observations. The
measurements of the sphere drag by Eisenberg & Pond (1948) and Hsu 
Perry (1954), when extrapolated to ~0, yield a mean of C~0.25; and also
indicate that the measured C~(~) increases with ~ at a rate considerably
greater than that predicted by the theory. The discrepancy between the
measured separation position and the predicted detachment appears to be
even worse. The experimental studies by Hsu & Perry (1954) and Brennen
(1969b) show that the observed separation position on a cavitafing sphere
depends on both cavitation number ~ and Reynolds number R. Invariably
its position lies downstream of that predicted by inviscid theory, the dif-
ference increasing as R is reduced. At ~=0.1, R=10~, for instance, the
(laminar) separation position is at an angle 0, ~82°, as against the theoretical
value of 0,~58°. The results from wind tunnel tests are essentially the same
(Carmody 1964). These evidences all indicate that the viscous effect on the
position of free separation from curved bodies, and hence on the resistance
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 267
of fluid, is of considerable importance. They also cast light on the question
of whether some modification of the Brillouin-Villat condition for free
detachment will be necessary and sufficient to improve the accuracy of
inviscid theory. There is very little published work on this viscous effect,
but Struck (1970) did apply boundary-layer theory to evaluate the velocity
profile on a sphere, and to determine the separation point by iteration, the
pressure distribution used in computation being supplied experimentally.
In a specific case, his iterated procedure predicted a viscous separation at
0~77°, while the measured value was 0~’~81°. This already shows consider-
able improvement.
Approximate methods.--A few approximate methods, though based on
less refined considerations, have served useful purposes. Various methods
have been proposed to correlate plane free-boundary flows with correspond-
ing axisymmetric cases. They are based on a correspondence principle which
assigns the same pressure distribution to an obstacle in axisymmetric flow
as in the corresponding plane flow. This principle was applied by Plesset &
Shaffer (1948) to the cone and wedge of the same angle in a Riabouchinsky
flow at the same cavitation number, a; their value of CD of the disk at a--0
is 0.805. Different refinements were introduced by Fisher (1944) and Arm-
strong & Dunham (1953); they gave comparable results of CD(0)~’~0.825
for the disk. The good agreement of these approximate solutions with the
exact theory and observation becomes less satisfactory, however, for cones
of smaller angles. In this case Armstrong (1954) suggested further improve-
ment by correcting the velocity gradient near the vertex.
Three-dimensional cavities.--In the category of three-dimensional cavity
and wake flows without axial symmetry, only a very few aspects of the gen-
eral problem have been investigated. A class of cavity flows past a slender
plate held at a small incidence was studied theoretically by Cumberbatch &
Wu (1961). Based on slender-body theory, the flow is analyzed in two parts:
a longitudinal component that accounts for the variation of the cavity cross
section, and a cross flow that is evaluated with the Riabouchinsky model.
We have already mentioned the theory of Struck (1970) for an axisymmetric
body at a small incidence to flow, with only its base open to the cavity or
wake. At the other extreme, the problem of a cavitating hydrofoil of large
aspect ratio was treated by Cumberbatch (1961), based on a linearized
theory and the lifting-line idea. Another interesting problem of large aspect-
ratio cavities was discussed by Benjamin (1964), who considered the match-
ing of the near- and far-field solutions through a singular perturbation
method.
6. WALL EFFECTS IN CAVITY FLOWS: A CRITICAL
EXAMINATION OF FLOW MODELS
The problem of wall effects in cavity flows is of practical importance in
interpreting water-tunnel experiments. It is also of theoretical interest since
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the presence of lateral wall constraints on the flow can provide a crucial con-
dition under which the accuracy of different flow models can be examined by
comparison with experiment. The wall effects in cavity flows are invariably
more appreciable than those in wind-tunnel and water-tunnel tests of bodies
without wake or cavity formation, since the flow near the solid body is
affected conjointly by the wall constraints and by the changes in cavity
shape as the wall-spaclng or the cavitation number is varied. Because of the
mathematical difficulties, the earlier theoretical studies were largely limited
to the choked flow case (when the confined cavity becomes infinite in length)
and to simple body forms. Several attempts were made previously to treat
finite cavities, using either the Riabouchinsky or the reentrant-jet model,
again with simple body shapes in plane flows. An expository survey of these
historical developments has been given by Wu, Whitney & Brennen (1971),
and will not be repeated here.
In this recent study by Wu, Whitney and Brennen, the three theoretical
models in common use (the Riabouchinsky, open-wake, and reentrant-jet
models) were employed to investigate the effect of solid tunnel walls upon
the inviscid, nonlifting plane flows past symmetrical bodies of arbitrary
shape. As in the unbounded flow case, the solution for curved bodies was
given in the form of functional equations, which can be solved only by
numerical methods. For symmetric wedges, however, it was possible to carry
out an asymptotic expansion of the integral solution for small to moderate
ratios X of the body frontal width to tunnel spacing.
For the Riabouchinsky model, this asymptotic expansion reduces the
drag coefficient of wedges to the following simple formula:
CD(~, X) CD(,~’, O)
+ O(X2) (39)
1+~ 1+~’
~’ = ~ -t- ~" (40)
where o"’ = (Pb--P~)/½P ~ i s a new cavitation nu mber based on theminimum
pressure Pb and the maximum velocity V on the tunnel wall (that is, at 
point opposite maximum cavity width). Equations (39) and (40) provide 
simple and practical wall-correction rule, which takes a "measured" drag
coefficient CD(O, )~) of a wedge, at given cavitation number g and tunnel-
spacing ratio )~, and converts it to an estimated drag coefficient CD(~rr, O)
for the same wedge in unbounded flow ()~=0), but at a different cavitation
number, at. The new cavitation number a~ can be found either by actual
measurement of both ~ and a~, or by theoretical calculations. The accuracy
of the above wall-correction rule, in comparison to the exact values of
CD(~r, X) computed from the original theory, was found to be excellent for
all wedge angles, for X up to 1/6, and for ~ less than 1, a range that well covers
practical interest.
For the open-wake model~ the asymptotic expansion of the theoretical
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(~AVITY AND WAK]~ FLOWS 269
solution also yields a simple formula in which the drag coeff~cients CD(a, ~)
and Co(*’, 0) are again related, up to order O(X) by Equation (39), 
that ar is now given by
a’ --- g -- (1 + a-’)CD(a, ~)~, + ~) (41)
Thus, with the open-wake model, Equations (39) and (41) play the 
role as Equations (39) and (40) did for the Riabouchinsky model; they 
vide a two-way correction from the CD(a, ~) of the bounded flow to the
CD(a’, 0) of the unbounded flow and vice-versa. These two wall-correction
rules both were found to be very accurate representations of their respective
exact solutions. Their difference, which is negligible for large wedge angles
and increases to an appreciable extent as wedge angle is reduced, therefore
provides a direct comparison between the two theoretical models.
A series of experiments in a horizontal closed water tunnel was designed
specifically for the purpose of conducting a critical examination of the
accuracy of the flow models in representing physical flows. Proper considera-
tion was also given to the viscous effects due to the boundary layer at the
tunnel walls in causing a "horizontal buoyancy"; to the skln-friction incre-
ment at the wedge surface; and to the wake blocking. These effects proved
to be only secondary; their corrections were nevertheless taken into account.
A typical final result is given in Figure 6 for a wedge of total vertex angle of
30°. The experimental drag coefficients were obtained both by pressure
integration and by direct balance measurement, the results by the later
method showing greater scatter. The theoretical results determined from the
Riabouehinsky model, as shown in Figure 6, are the closest of the chosen
models to the experimental measurements over a range of k up to values as
high as k = 0.236. The open-wake model was found to overestimate the drag
eoefficlent (by 10 percent, as is typical in the range of this case). Further,
the pressure-integrated drag data (in open symbols) were corrected for wall
effects using Equations (39) and (40); the results are the solid points 
Figure 6, which all lle very close to the unbounded-flow theoretical line. Of
the salient features of the wall effects we note that the wall-constraint results
in lower CD, at the same cavitation number, than in the unbounded-case,
and this percentage drag reduction increases with decreasing wedge angle!
In summary, for the pure drag case the essential finding is that, of the
theoretical models, that due to Riabouchinsky is superior throughout the
range tested. The accuracy of the correction rule based on that model has
also been firmly established. This correction rule, though only tested for
wedges, may possess a wider validity, since the body geometry is only im-
plicitly involved in the correction formula.
In the case of lifting flows, the theoretical study by Wu, Whitney & Lin
(1959) showed that the wall effects on both lift and drag are generally less
significant than in the pure drag case. In general, the boundary effects on the
forces of a body in a free jet are also relatively small.
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1.4 I I I
O.B
.~/h =
~/h =O.IG7
50° WEDGE0.4
~/h =0.107
~/h’=0,236
.~/h =0.107
~/h ~’O.050 PRESSURE ’INTEGRATION’ o o
0.2 ~/h=0.025 CORRESPONDING VALUES =" ¯
FOR ~/h=O FROM WALL
CORRECTION RULE
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1,4 1.6 1.8
& Brennen 1971). Theory: Riabouchinsky model--; choked-flow line,
~,/h ~-wedge-base width/tunnel spacing.
FIGURE 6. Drag of a 30° wedge cavltated in a closed water tunnel (Wu, Whitney
~o ~RAVITY EFIrECT
The effect of gravity arises in cavity and jet flows involving a free bound-
ary that separates a heavy fluid from a lighter one; it modifies the condition
of constant pressure [Equation (5) for the gravity-free case] on a free bound-
ary, in a gravitational field g, to
~, q- ½(V~)2 -- g.x = ½U2(1 q- ~) on e(x, t) = ~0 
provided the inertial effect of the lighter fluid is again neglected, and the
definition of cavitation number, a, is suitably modified. Thus, even in the
case of steady flows (~,=0), a free surface of constant pressure is no longer
a surface of constant speed. The early studies of these more difficult problems
generally made use of inverse methods for steady, plane flows. These methods
are based on the idea that the free streamline F= (x(~b), y(~b)) is an analytic
curve [proved independently by Gerber (1951) and Lewy (1952)], so 
both this curve F and Equation (42) can be continued analytically into the
flow and some specific relation between them used to generate a physical
flow. For surveys of literature in this category we refer to Birkhoff &
Zarantonello (1957) and Gilbarg (1960).
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 271
For explicit determination of flows past given boundaries in a gravity
field, a different approach is based on extension of the integral-equatlon
method already described for the gravity-free case. This idea may be traced
back to the original contribution by Joukowsky (1890). A similar method
was developed by Richardson (1920), who presented two types of integral
equations for free-surface flows with gravity. These two formulas have been
employed by Richardson and others as semi-inverse methods for the de-
termination of exact solutions to several specific problems. Although these
problems may seem somewhat artificial, a recent application of the method
by Yih (196’0) for a number of special cases yielded results of considerable
interest. In general, however, integration of the functional equation for given
body shape still encounters great mathematical difficulties.
A fundamental difficulty may be ascribed to the presence of a free bound-
ary of unbounded extent, such as in the problem of a planing surface at, or a
cavitatlng body moving underneath, an infinite water surface. Near such a
free boundary, a measure of the relative importance of the gravity and iner-
tial effects is given by the Froude number, Fr= U/(g~) 1l~, where U is a
characteristic velocity and 4 a characteristic length. The asymptotic approxi-
mation (in the Poincar6 sense) of the solution for large values of Fr (which is
typical in cavity and jet flows) can be seen to have certain nonuniform be-
havior. In fact, since the inertial effect due to an isolated source or vortex
falls off like U~/r at large distances r, the relative magnitude of the gravity
effect to the local inertial effect is
gravity effect g r 1
~ ~ = (43)
inertial effect U2/r ~ Fr~
This ratio tends to zero as Fr--~oo, with r/~ fixed; but it grows beyond all
bounds as r/~--~ ~o, for fixed Fr, no matter how large. This nonuniform behav-
ior of the "local Froude number" is very much analogous to the Whitehead
paradox associated with the Stokes flow at low Reynolds numbers.
(Conversely, for Fr small, a similar argument can be given to indicate that
the gravity effect is predominant, almost everywhere, except in a region
where the curvature of streamlines is large.) It is therefore clear that when
the solution is sought by expansion for large or small Fr, the method of
matched asymptotic expansion is useful. Following this approach, Rispin
(1967) and Wu (1967) have developed a singular perturbation theory 
nonlinear free-surface flow problems for two-dimensional planing surfaces;
it was recently applied by Dagan (1971) for a submerged cylinder. Using the
same method, Shen & Ogilvle (1972) evaluated a nonlinear theory for finite-
span planing surfaces and discussed the "dimensionallty effect."
Based on the foregoing argument, a uniformly valid solution can be
obtained by using the regular perturbation method, for Fr large, if the free
boundary occurring in a flow is only finite in extent, such as a finite cavity
in an unbounded flow. This method was indeed put to good use by Parkin
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(1957a), Acosta (1958), and Larock & Street (1967), in treating the gravity
effect in cavity flows.
8. COMPlqESSIBILITY EFFECT
As the theory of compressible iets is a well developed part of gas dy-
namics, and has been well covered in the literature, we shall present only
an outline of the methods and discuss their relations with the corresponding
incompressible flows. The first fundamental contribution on the subject was
made by Chaplygin (1904), who, in his celebrated memoir, derived for the
stream function of a steady, irrotational, and isentropic plane motion an
exact equation, which is linear in the hodograph variables and valid for sub-
sonic as well as supersonic speeds. Chaplygin also furnished an exact method
of solution by separation of variables, and further established a correspond-
ence principle which relates solutions of analogous problems of compressible
and incompressible flows. Applications of this principle to various types of
compressible free-surface flows have appeared in the literature.
For a polytroplc flow past a prescribed obstacle, the Chaplygln equation
can be converted to a system of integral equations by a procedure similar to
the derivation of the Villat functional equation for the incompressible case
(see Birkhoff & Zarantonello 1957, p. 196). Mackie (1958) used this method
to obtain an exact solution for a symmetric wedge with an open wake in a
poIytropic flow, the resulting integral equation being solved by the Sherman
inversion formula.
An approximate method that reduces the flow problem to a conformal
mapping between the complex potential f=~q-/~ and the hodograph vari-
able o~=r-[-iO (both being defined as proper to compressible flows) was de-
veloped by Chaplygln (1904) and later by Tslen (1939) with the introduction
of a hypothetical pressure-denslty relation for the gas,
b
p = a-- (44)
P
which may be regarded as an approximation of the actual isentropic curve
p---p(1/p) by its tangent at a point P=Pb P--P~, thereby determining the
coefficients a, b. We have a Chaplygin gas if the point (l/p1, Pt) is referred
to the stagnation point, and a I~£rm£n-Tsien gas if it is referred to the point
at infinity. So much facility is gained by this approximation that practically
any compressible flow problem can be resolved once the solution to its an-
alogous incompressible case is explicitly known. Chaplygin demonstrated
this procedure in his treatment of a compressible flow past an inclined plate
with an infinite wake; his solution indicates an increase in the normal force
on the plate due to the compressibility effect, and reduces to Rayleigh’s
solution in the incompressible limit. Various other problems of subsonic free
surface flows have been treated by this method or some variation (Jacob
1946, Oudart 1949, Pal 1954, Bergman 1955).
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 273
This approximate method can be extended also to supersonic flows; the
resulting equations are of the hyperbolic type, and have been solved in
different cases by Coburn (1945) and Chuang (1955). In some instances,
the linear theory is sufficient to yield important features of the flow, as
demonstrated by Prandtl (1904b, 1907) in his elegant analysis of supersonic
jets. For the mlxed-type flows, Sedov (1949, 1966) gave an equation covering
both subsonic and supersonic speeds, and suggested an approximate relation-
ship between p and 1/p in the form of a bent line with a vertex at the sonic
point. This affords improvement in comparison to the method of using Tri-
coral’s transonic equation, which provides good accuracy only in the region of
the sonic point. Several specific jet and wake bubble problems in the tran-
sonic range have been considered by Frankl (1945), Skrlpkin (1955), Sakural
(1956), Helliwell & Mackie (1957), and Fisher (1963).
For supersonic and hypersonic wakes, the flow angle and pressure at the
outer edge of the wake shear layer can be determined locally (by the Crocco-
Lees theory), this feature being in sharp contrast to subsonic wakes, where
they depend on the entire flow. Further, the viscous shear in the wake be-
comes increasingly more pronounced at higher speeds. With this physical
background, an integral-moment method, derived by taking integral mo-
ments of the boundary-layer equations, has been actively developed in the
past decade, notably by Lees and co-workers (Lees & Kubota 1957, Lees 
Reeves 1964, Reeves & Lees 1965, Grange et al 1967). At present, this is the
method that is both rational and useful for engineering problems though
various numerical methods have also been adopted.
9. UNSTEADY CAVITY FLOWS
The development of the theory of unsteady cavity tJows and jets is rela-
tively more recent. By unsteady flows we mean the time-dependent motions
that can be generated by an unsteady body movement, by a temporal and
spatial variation in the free stream, and by changes in the cavity pressure
through forced ventilations, while the spontaneous unsteadiness due to
instability of flow and turbulent mixing is not included in the present consid-
eration. These unsteady-flow problems are in general extremely difficult for
several rather obvious reasons. First, the location of an unsteady free
boundary becomes totally unknown, even in the potential or the hodograph
plane. Unlike the steady case, the unsteady surface of constant pressure is
no longer a surface of constant speed, nor is it a streamline---it is a material
line [see Equations (4) and (5)]. Further, these unsteady flows retain 
"memory" of their history through the explicit dependence on time-rate of
changes in both the kinematics and dynamics of the free boundary. Another
difficulty arises when the cavity volume is permitted to vary with time; this
additional degree of freedom requires a definite physical mechanism, and
hence a theoretical model, in the formulation of the problem and this has
been a disputed issue for sometime. Largely owing to these difficulties, only
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mild success has been achieved for a small number of cases in this general
subject.
A particular class of problems, initiated by the work of yon K~rm~n
(1949), is concerned with accelerating flows or acceIerating bodies with 
permanent cavity shape. According to Equation (5) (an additional term 
the D’Alembert pressure is to be inserted in the case of accelerating bodies,
if referred to the body frame), this class of flows is characterized by a velocity
potential dp(x, y, t)~ U(t)ep~(x, withU satis fying a/U~-~ const, a =-dU/dt.
Von K~rm~n considered an accelerating flow normal to a flat plate held fixed
in an inertial frame, and found a solution for a particular Froude number
LP/ah (h being the plate half-wldth) at which the permanent cavity closes
with a rear stagnation. This case was extended by Gilbarg (1952) to poly-
gonal obstacles and to all possible values of [P/ah. Yih (1960) emphasized
the importance of the reference frame and considered both the case of an
accelerating flow past a body at rest and the case of a body accelerating
through an otherwise stationary fluid, his solution including von Khrm/~n’s
as a special case. This class of flows, albeit rather artificial, uses familiar
methods and provides a first step towards understanding the more difficult
problems. In the general case, we must of course admit the freedom for
cavities to vary with time.
It follows that the mathematical formulation of flows with cavities whose
shape and/or volume are changing with time, deserves particular attention.
For the case of small amplitude movements of a cavity boundary from its
mean position, Gilbarg (1952) first proposed that the material llne defining
the unsteady cavity boundary may be approximated by the streamline of
its mean position, and argued this would be valid for slow rates of change.
This approximation was adopted by Woods (1954, 1955, 1957) in treating
some specific Riabouchlnsky flows, infinity cavities, and oscillating stalled
airfoils. It was used also by Parkln (1957b), Wu (1957b), Timman (1958),
and Geurst (1960) in the llnearlzed theory for unsteady cavity flow past
thin bodies. We must note, however, that Gilbarg’s approximation is too
crude to describe the essential dynamic behavior of cavity boundaries in
unsteady motion, as can be shown by a simple test with elementary water
waves. For a perturbation theory to be consistent, approximations to the
kinematic and dynamic free-surface conditions [Equations (4) and (5)]
must be carried to the same degree of accuracy. Indeed, a correct formulation
of the free-boundary conditions was given as early as 1880 by Lord Kelvin
for a vibrating columnar vortex, and later by Ablow & Hayes (1951), in 
unpublished work, for perturbed jets and cavity flows.
As regards changes in the volume of a vapor-gas cavity, continuity re-
quires that the exterior liquid must flow outward or inward across a fixed
control surface enclosing the cavity at the same rate as the variation of
cavity volume, since liquid compressibility is usually negligible and any
phase change will involve large changes in density. In practice, the liquid
medium usually has a free surface at some distance away, and variations
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of cavity volume are made possible by exposing the free surface to a fixed or
variable pressure. On this physical basis Wu (1958) proposed that the volume
change of an unsteady cavity can be formulated by introducing a time-
dependent source at infinity, the strength of which can be either arbitrarily
prescribed or determined in specific cases. Although an unsteady source in
plane flows generates a pressure that is logarithmically singular at infinity,
corresponding to a source of infinite energy, such an objectionable situation
would not arise in reality since the flow is never two-dimensional in the large.
This physical picture has been elucidated by Benjamin (1964), who showed
mathematically the equivalence between the hypothetical plane flow and
the inner region of a real three-dimensional flow with small spanwlse varia-
tions. This model of unsteady cavities has been applied by Wang & Wu
(1963) and Woods (1964) for growing cavities behind hydrofoils. In this phase
of development, still other theoretical models were proposed by Timman
(1958), Birkhoff (1950), and Tulin (1958). Timman introduced a distribution
of sources and sinks, representing growing or collapsing small bubbles, in the
foamy wake of a finite cavity. Birkhoff, and independently Tulin, proposed
a model that depends on compressibility of the liquid medium to form shock
waves as a means of matching the variation in cavity volume. It is thought
that the compressibility of the foamy wake is generally too small, and the
energy required for shock formation in liquid is too large to describe the ac-
tual phenomenon.
A general class of unsteady cavity flows that seems to offer promise for
further theoretical studies is the case in which the unsteady component of
the motion is a small perturbation of a steady cavity flow already established.
For this type of flow a perturbation theory has been developed by Lord
Kelvin (1880), Ablow & Hayes (1951), Fox & Morgan (1954), and 
(1956). Subsequently a more general formulation of the theory was given
by Wang & Wu (1965), including further considerations on (i) an appropriate
condition for varying cavity volume, and (ii) the radiation condition for
surface waves on a cavity boundary. The surface waves resulting from un-
steady disturbances propagate downstream along the cavity boundary, in
much the same way as ordinary gravity waves in water except that the
centrifugal acceleration due to the curved basic flow acts as the local restor-
ing force. These dynamic waves degenerate to kinematic waves when Gil-
barg’s approximation is used. Some recent progress towards further develop-
ment of the theory was made by Wang (1970) and Kuznetsov et al (1971).
The perturbation theory of unsteady motion also facilitates investiga-
tions of the hydrodynamic stability of a given stationary free-surface flow,
in the absence of extraneous disturbances, as an eigenvalue problem. Using
this approach, Fox & Morgan (1954) considered the stability of the first-
order perturbations of several inviscid flows, and obtained the following
results. (i) For a symmetric jet of finite width impinging normally upon 
finite plate, the flow is neutrally stable or stable. (ii) For two equal and
opposite plane jets impinging upon each other, there exist unstable perturba-
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tions that are symmetric about the outgoing axis of symmetry, whereas all
other admissible perturbations are stable. (iii) For a jet issuing from a con-
tainer bounded by two plane plates subtending an inner angle 27r/n, n ~ 2’~,
rn=0, 1, 2,..., all the perturbations are stable except when n=l (the
Borda mouthpiece), in which case there exists an isolated unstable mode.In
conclusion, it must be pointed out that the physical effects of viscosity,
gravity, and surface tension, which were left out in the above treatment, may
also be of primary importance to the question of stability. The evidences are
ample, as we have observed in Section 2 on the physical background of
real flows.
While the theoretical developments of unsteady cavity flow have met
great mathematical difficulties, the experimental techniques for these studies
are also by no means simple. Briefly, we note that the presence of unsteady
elastic forces in test bodies generally makes accurate measurements of the
hydrodynamic forces very difficult because these two types of forces can
both be significant in response to the large virtual masses of the unsteady
liquid stream, and the high speed of propagation of elastic waves can cause
multiple reflections in the solid. Moreover, the unsteadiness in the flow
usually extends quite far from an oscillating body tested in water tunnels;
it may further excite vibrations of the tunnel boundaries and affect the dy-
namics of the entire system. Some experimental investigations of oscillating,
cavitated hydrofoils were conducted by Meijer (1959), DeLong & Acosta
(1969), and Klose & Acost~ (1969). In some instances, forced ventilation
with air was employed to maintain the cavity. Generally the experimental
results were in reasonable agreement with the theoretical estimates at small
angles of attack; systematic departures were observed as the angles became
larger. One cause of departure was attributed to the periodic wetting and
unwetting of the suction side of the hydrofoil by the spray sheet.
10, LINEARIZED THEORY OF CAVITY FLOW
A different approach to the cavity problem was introduced by Tulin
(1953, 1955), who first formulated a linearized theory for the case when the
body-cavity system is sufficiently thin or slender. The departure of the flow
quantities from a uniform primary flow is assumed to be small so that the
flow variables may be expanded about the basic flow to formulate a first-
order linear theory. The required flow quantities can then be determined
completely by quadratures. This theory has been further developed by others
for different problems in numerous research activities. The scope of these
studies has become so wide that a brief unified discussion, as given here,
would fall short of giving a complete picture; for further details see the more
extensive reviews by Cooper (1958), Parkin (1959), and Tulin (1964).
To give a simple presentation of the linearized theory, we consider the
incompressible potential flow past a two-dimenslonal, thin body-cavity sys-
tem at given cavitation number o’-~ (p~- p~)/½~o ~. Writing f or t he velocity
q(x, y)~ U(l+u, v), we assume that u2+v~((1 except near some isolated
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 277
singularities. The conditions on the boundary of a finite body-cavlty system,
by linearization, become
~(~) --= ~(.% 0+) = s±(~) (0 < ~ < ~) (45)
u+-(x) ~ u(x, O-b) = (c± <~ x <~ 0 (46)
where s+(x), s-(x) are the slope functions (relative to the x direction) 
the upper and lower wetted body surface, respectively, c+, c- are the cor-
responding detachment points, and ~ is the undetermined cavity closure
point. According to Tulin’s model, the cavity closes with a singularity (repre-
senting a point force acting in the free-stream direction) at ~=~, near which
w = u-iv behaves like N(~--g)112, N being a real constant. Under this closure
condition, the circulation around the body-cavlty system can no longer be
arbitrarily prescribed. Other possible closure configurations (fully or partially
open cavities) were discussed by Fabula (1962). We further note that as 
location of cavity boundary is approximated by the slit c± <x <~, y =0 ___, the
the kinematic condition [Equation (4)] is relaxed in the first-order theory
except for calculating the cavity shape a posterioi. The flow at infinity is
regular and satisfies three conditions, namely, w = u-iv--~O and is not source-
like as I~]-~oo. In terms of the expansion
w(~) = ao + ibo + (al + ibl)z -1 + (as + ib2)z -~ + ¯ ¯ ¯
(47)
a~ and bn being real coefficients, the three conditions imply that
a0 = 0, b0 = 0, a~ = 0 (48)
The last one is often called the "closure condition." Finally, we require that
w(z) be continuous at a fixed detachment, and both w and dw/dz be continu-
ous at a free detachment, the latter being the linearized version of the Villat-
Brillouln condition.
The solution of this boundary-value problem can be uniquely determined
once its admissible singularities are made definite. In nonlifting flows
(s-(x)=-s+(x), c~=c-), has a logarithmic si ngularity w,-,,(s+(O)/~r)
log z, near a pointed vertex at z=0, or w behaves like Az~-~ (0<v<l) near
a blunt nose. For a lifting plate with a sharp leading edge, a case first treated
by Tulin and later by others, the stagnation point, upon linearization, is at
the leading edge (note that by the exact theory, it is at a distance of O(a~)
behind the leading edge for small incidence, a) ; thus + =0, andhence by t he
local conformal behavior, w~-~const z-~l* near the leading edge at ~. =0. This
case was extended by Newman (1956) to a rounded leading edge of large
curvature, near which we then have w,~const z-~/~ as in thln-airfoll theory.
This problem is reduced to the Riemann-Hilbert form if the flow field in
the z plane is mapped conformally onto the lower half ~" plane, with the
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wetted surface mapped onto --a (Re~ ~ 1, srm ~" ~ 0, and the cavity boundary
onto the rest of the Re ~ axis, by the transformation
~" --
--- with a -- -- (49)
z -- ~ c+]
The solution of the resulting Riemann-Hilbert problem is
2
s(x(~))d~ (50)
¯
where s(x(~)) -- s+(x) for --a <~ <~0, and s(x(~)) -- s-(x) for 0 <~ < 1 ; the terms
with real coefficients A, B signify the complementary solution, admitted to
provide the appropriate singularities at the leading edge (~’---0) and at the
cavity closure (~" = ~o). For fixed detachments at given ~, t he above solution
involves three unknown constants, ~, A, and B, which are to be determined
by the three conditions in Equation (48). If c+ and/or ~- are unknown free
detachments, they are determined by the additional condition that dw/d~.
be continuous at each of these points. The algebraic equations for determin-
ing all these parameters, however, can be highly transcendental for general
body shapes.
The lift coefficient C~, moment coefficient (about the leading edge, posi-
tive for nose down) C~, and cavity volume (of unit breadth) S, are directly
related to the coefficients in Equat[on (47). In fact, with the chord c- taken
to be of unit length, we have (Wu, 1957a)
C~ -- 4~rb~, C~ =- 4~rb~, S = -- 2~ra, (51)
For cavitating hydrofoils with a sharp leading edge, the drag coefficient
is given by
C~ = 2~rN~, N = lira (z -- ~)~/2w(z) (52)
In the case when a suitably rounded leading edge becomes fully wetted so
that a leading edge suction is manifest, this suction force is to be subtracted
from the above formula to yield the resultant drag.
In general, the linearized theory is found to overestimate the pressure on
the body surface (hence also the lift, drag, and moment) as compared with the
exact theory, the discrepancy increasing with increasing cavitation number,
body thickness, and angle of attack. Agreement between the approximate
and exact theories is considerably improved by including in the former the
second-order corrections, as shown by Chen (1962). The linear theory has
been applied to different problems of interest, notably by Acosta (1955) and
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CAVITY AND WAKE FLOWS 279
Timman (1958) to partial eavlty flows, by Parkin (1957b) and Geurst (1960)
to unsteady cavity flows, and by Aeosta (1960) and Cohen & Sutherland
(1958) to cavitating cascades.
11. CoNc~,usIo~
The literature on jets, cavity, and wake flows is very extensive; and much
has been omitted here. One noticeable omission is a discussion of the viscous
effect, although some related observational knowledge has been described in
Section 2. Insofar as the far-wake is concerned, the phenomenon is relatively
well understood. The laminar flow at great distances behind an obstacle has
certain characteristics that can be investigated independently of the specific
shape of the body. At such large distances the action of the body on the fluid
may be represented by a point force (drag and lift), since the detailed dis-
tribution of the surface force on the body ceases to be of any importance.
Another useful simplification is that the viscous flow far away can be ade-
quately described by the Oseen equations as the first approximation (uni-
formly valid in this region) of the Navier-Stokes equations. The simple and
elegant analysis of the laminar far-wake by Prandtl (1935) is now a classic.
A complete evaluation of the flow field within and outside the laminar wake
is available (Lagerstrom 1964). Prior to the degeneration of a turbulent far-
wake, its lateral dimension and mean velocity distribution can be estimated
by simple dimensional arguments, according to Prandtl (1926).
The major problem of fundamental importance to wake flows is un-
doubtedly the viscous near-wake and the i~nmediately ensuing reattachment
process. A general theory, with proper eonsideratlon of the free shear layer,
and perhaps a vortical region, is extremely desirable in order to explain and
predict observational knowledge on details of flow in these regions. Further
study, such as by extension of the inverse method of Catherall & Mangler
(1966), may cast more light on the mechanism. Presumably, a successful
theory would provide a relationship between the free-stream Reynolds num-
ber and the wake number (or cavitation number), thus curtailing the neces-
sary measurement of the latter. [For laminar near-wakes at moderately large
Reynolds numbers, see Keller & Takami (1966) and Roshko (1967).] 
an achievement would fulfill an outstanding final goal of the wake theory.
Investigations along this line would also depend on an accurate deter-
mination of the viscous separation. The study of the laminar separation,
including the configurations of streamlines, vortex lines, and isobars, for
two- and three-dimensional single-phase flows, as discussed by Lighthill
(1963), is of great value. For two-phase eavlty flows, similar studies, both
theoretical and experimental, are urgently needed. Further extension to the
turbulent separation is of both academle and praetleal interest.
In addition to these basic problems, special studies would also be of great
significance on (i) general methods of solution to unsteady cavity and wake
flows, (ii) calculation of three-dimensional free-surface flows, (iii) improved
approximate theories for effective applications, (iv) optimum-shape prob-
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lems in free-surface flows, and (v) hydrodynamic stability of viscous flows
having free boundaries. Undoubtedly, other problems of fundamental value
may occur to readers of this survey; all combined they would serve to elab-
orate the foresighted observation of Lord Rayleigh.
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